Resistive memories have gained high research attention for enabling design of in-memory computing circuits and systems. We propose for the first time an automatic compilation methodology suited to a recently proposed computer architecture solely based on resistive memory arrays. Our approach uses Majority-Inverter Graphs (MIGs) to manage the computational operations. In order to obtain a performance and resource efficient program, we employ optimization techniques both to the underlying MIG as well as to the compilation procedure itself. In addition, our proposed approach optimizes the program with respect to memory endurance constraints which is of particular importance for in-memory computing architectures.
INTRODUCTION
Resistive Random Access Memories (RRAMs) have gained high attention for their promising applications in non-volatile and ultra compact memories [8, 11, 14] . The resistive switching property of RRAMs have also made them of interest in synthesis of primary logic gates enabling in-memory computing [5, 12] . Logic circuits using the resistive switching proposed so far are mostly based on logic implementation that imposes long sequences of operations. Very recently a majority oriented logic has been proposed for synthesis of RRAM-based logic circuits that shows much lower latency and area overhead compared to the sequential implication based approach [13] . In [7] , a computer architecture using only RRAMs called Programmable Logic-in-Memory (PLiM) was proposed. For programs executed on this architecture, the number of instructions and the required number of RRAMs are important cost metrics to measure the quality. The instruction set for the PLiM consists of a single instruction called RM3, which computes the majority-of-three operation in which one input is inverted. This corresponds directly to the physical implementation of the RRAM proposed in [10] . Consequently, Majority-Inverter Graphs (MIG, [3] ), which are logic representations that use the majorityof-three operation and inverters as only logic primitives, are the natural abstraction to derive PLiM programs, i.e., sePermission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. quences of RM3 instructions. This idea has been originally proposed in [7] , but no automatic translation scheme has been proposed.
One function can be represented by several structurally different but functionally equivalent MIGs. Each MIG leads to PLiM programs of different quality. Further, even for the same MIG representation, there exists several ways to translate it into PLiM programs that vary in their quality.
In this paper, we propose an efficient and fully automated compilation procedure of Boolean functions to programs for the PLiM architecture based on MIGs. The key contributions of this paper are:
1. An optimization algorithm based on MIG rewriting [1, 13] that optimizes the MIG w.r.t. the expected number of instructions and required RRAMs in the translated PLiM program. 2. A smart automatic translation algorithm that traverses the MIG in a way to minimize the costs of the resulting PLiM program. Our experimental evaluation shows that our proposed techniques have a significant impact on the resulting programs compared to a naïve translation approach: (i) the number of instructions can be reduced by up to 19.95% and the number of required RRAMs can be reduced by up to 61.4%.
Our techniques unlock the potential of the PLiM architecture [7] to process large scale computer programs using in-memory computing. This makes this promising emerging technology immediately available for realistic applications.
BACKGROUND

Majority-Inverter Graphs
An MIG is a data structure for Boolean function representation and optimization. An MIG is defined as a logic network that consists of 3-input majority nodes and regular/complemented edges [1, 2, 3] .
MIGs can efficiently represent Boolean functions thanks to the expressive power of the majority operator (MAJ) abc = ab ∨ ac ∨ bc = (a ∨ b)(a ∨ c)(b ∨ c). Indeed, a majority operator can be configured to behave as a traditional conjunction (AND) or disjunction (OR) operator. In the case of 3-input majority operator, fixing one input to 0 realizes an AND while fixing one input to 1 realizes an OR. As a consequence of the AND/OR inclusion by MAJ, traditional And-Or-Inverter Graphs (AOIGs) are a special case of MIGs and MIGs can be easily derived from AOIGs. An example MIG representation derived from its optimal AOIG is depicted in Fig. 1(a) . AND/OR operators are replaced node-wise by MAJ operators with a constant input. Intuitively, MIGs are at least as compact as AOIGs. However, even smaller MIG representation arise when fully exploiting the majority functionality, i.e., with nonconstant inputs [3] . We are interested in compact MIG representations because they translate in smaller and faster physical implementations. In order to manipulate MIGs and reach advantageous MIG representations, a dedicated Boolean algebra was introduced in [1] . The axiomatic system for the MIG Boolean algebra, referred to as Ω, is defined by the five following primitive axioms.
The axioms are inspired from median algebra [9] and the properties of the median operator in a distributive lattice [4] . A strong property of MIGs and their algebraic framework concerns reachability. It has been proved that by using a sequence of transformations drawn from Ω it is possible to traverse the entire MIG representation space [3] . In other words, given two equivalent MIG representations, it is possible to transform one into the other by just using axioms in Ω. This results is of paramount interest to logic synthesis because it guarantees that the best MIG can always be reached. Unfortunately, deriving a sequence of Ω transformations is an intractable problem. As for traditional logic optimization, heuristic techniques provide here fast solutions with reasonable quality [6] .
By using the MIG algebraic framework it is possible to obtain a better MIG for the example in Fig. 1(a) . Fig. 1(b) shows the MIG structure, which is optimized in both depth (number of levels) and size (number of nodes). Such MIGs can be reached using a sequence of Ω axioms starting from their unoptimized structures. We refer the reader to paper [3] for an in-depth discussion on MIG optimization recipes.
PLiM Architecture
Resistive memories have the capability of natively implementing a universal majority-based logic operator [10] . Indeed, by denoting Z the value stored in the memory, after the application of signals on its top and bottom terminals, denoted P and Q, it is possible to express the updated value of Z as Z ← P Z ∨ QZ ∨ P Q = P QZ . This basic operation natively embedding both a majority-of-three and an inversion can be leveraged as a universal computing operator. We refer to this operation as 3-input Resistive Majority (RM3) with RM3(P, Q, Z) = P QZ . The Programmable Logic-in-Memory (PLiM) architecture aims at enabling logic operations on a regular RRAM array. While every memory node can implement basic operations, the difficulty of operating logic on a memory array lies in the distribution of signals and the scheduling of operations. The PLiM controller consists of a wrapper of the RRAM array ( Fig. 2 ) and works as a simple processor core, reading instructions from the memory array and performing computing operations (majority) within the memory array. As a wrapper, the PLiM uses the addressing and read/write peripheral circuitries of the RRAM array. When LiM = 0, the controller is off and the whole array works as a standard RAM system. When LiM = 1, the circuit starts performing computation. The controller consists of a simple finite state machine and few work registers, in order to operate the RM3 instruction, as detailed in [7] . The instruction format consists of the first operand A, the second operand B, and the destination address Z of the results. Single-bit operands A and B are then read from constants or from the memory array, and logic operation is performed during the write operation to the memory location Z by setting P to A and Q to B. The new value stored in the node Z is then Z ← ABZ . When the write operation is completed, a program counter is incremented, and a new cycle of operation is triggered.
MOTIVATION
The main idea of this work is leveraging MIGs in order to derive RM3 instruction sequences, which can run as programs on the PLiM architecture. In its current form, the PLiM architecture can only handle serial operations [7] . Therefore, only one MIG node might be computed each time and the total number of instructions is equal to the sum of instructions required to compute each MIG node. Accordingly, reducing the size of the MIG is considered to have a significant impact on the PLiM program with respect to the number of steps. However, still further MIG optimization is possible to lower the costs caused by complemented edges. While the presence of a single complemented edge in an MIG node is of interest for benefiting from the intrinsic majority operation inside an RRAM, a second or third complemented edge imposes extra costs in both number of instructions and required RRAMs. Hence, MIG area rewriting, besides reducing number of nodes with multiple complemented edges, can be highly effective for optimizing the number of instructions, while the latter can also lower the number of required RRAMs.
As an example, consider the two equivalent MIGs in Fig. 3(a) , before optimization on the left and after optimization on the right. Translating them into RM3 instructions Before MIG optimization After MIG optimization
Here @Xi refers to the address of RRAM Xi and Nj refers to the result of the MIG node j. Program addresses are bold in front of the RM3 instruction A, B, C, and the second and fourth column comment the action of the instruction. It can be seen that after optimization both the number of instructions and RRAMs are decreased, from 6 to 4 and from 2 to 1, respectively. The effect of multiple complement edge elimination is much larger when translating a large MIG. Not only the MIG structure has an effect on the PLiM program, but also the order in which nodes are translated and which of the node's children are selected as operands A, B, and destination Z in the RM3 instruction. As example, consider the MIG in Fig. 3(b) . Translating it in a naïve way, i.e., in order of their node indexes and selecting the RM3 operands and destination in order of their children (from left to right), will result in the following program:
By changing the order in which the nodes are translated and also the order in which children are selected as operands and destination for the RM3 instructions, a shorter program can be found (for the same MIG representation):
Based on this observations, the next section describes algorithms for automatically finding a good MIG representation and for translating an MIG representation in an effective way to get a small PLiM program.
THE PLiM COMPILER
This section describes the compilation process and the optimization approaches we employed. The first subsection describes the customized MIG rewriting algorithm that optimizes MIG structures to be more convenient for compiling into RM3 instructions. The second subsection describes compilation in detail.
MIG Rewriting
As discussed in Section 3 both the size of an MIG and the distribution of complemented edges have an effect on the PLiM program in number of instructions and number of RRAMs. Hence, we are interested in an MIG rewriting algorithm that (i) reduces the size of the MIG, and (ii) reduces the number of MIG nodes with multiple complemented edges. 1 for (cycles = 0; cycles < effort; cycles++) do The proposed MIG rewriting approach is given in Algorithm 1 and follows the rewriting idea of [1] . It can be iterated for a certain number of times, controlled by effort. The first three lines of Algorithm 1 are based on the conventional MIG area rewriting approach proposed in [1] . It is clear that Ω.M reduces the size of MIG by eliminating the unnecessary nodes. Distributivity from right to left (Ω.DR→L) also reduces the number of nodes by one. These node elimination techniques are repeated after reshaping the MIG by applying Ω.A; Ω.C, which may provide further size reduction opportunities.
To reduce the number of nodes with multiple inverted edges, we first apply an extended inverter propagation axiom from right to left denoted by Ω.I R→L (1−3) . Ω.I R→L(1−3) includes the three transformations (1) xȳz = xyz , (2) xȳz = xyz , and (3) xȳz = xyz . Transformation (1) decreases the number of required negations for computing the node from two to one. Since the node still lacks the single complemented edge after transformation, it might be favorable by possibility of creating the ideal single complement case for the node at its fanout target. Nevertheless, transferring a complemented edge can be also unfavorable if the target node already has a single complemented edge. Transformations (1) and (2) make the node ideal for computation. The same arguments about moving a complemented edge to the node at the fanout target or removing it also exist for (2) and (3). At the end, since the MIG might have been changed after the three aforementioned transformations, Ω.IR→L is applied again to ensure the most costly case is eliminated. In general, applying the last two lines of Algorithm 1 over the entire MIG repetitively can lead to much fewer instructions and RRAM cost.
Compilation
In this section we describe how an optimized MIG is compiled into a PLiM program. Algorithm 2 gives an overview of the algorithm, details are explained in the remainder of this section. The algorithm keeps track of a map COMP[v] that stores for each MIG node v whether it has been computed or not. Initially, all leafs, i.e., primary inputs and the constant, are set to be computed. A priority queue Q keeps track of all vertices that can possibly be translated, called candidates. The main loop of the algorithm starts by popping the best candidate c from the priority queue and translating it into a sequence of PLiM instructions. Section 4.2.2 describes the translation process in detail. Afterwards, for each parent, it is checked whether it is computable, and if this is the case, it is inserted into Q.
Candidate Selection
Our candidate selection strategy is based on two principles: (i) releasing the RRAMs in-use as early as possible, and (ii) allocating RRAMs at the right time such that they are blocked as short as possible. We show two example MIGs to clarify the principles. Fig. 4(a) shows an MIG with two candidates u and v, for which all of their children nodes are already computed. Candidate u has two releasing children, i.e., children who have single fan-out, while v has only one releasing child. In the case that u is selected for computation first, the RRAMs keeping its releasing children can be freed and reused for the next candidate. Fig. 4(b) shows a small MIG with two candidates u and v to illustrate the second principle. The output of u is only required when v is already computed. In other words, the number of RRAMs in use can increase if u is computed before v since the RRAM keeping u cannot be released before computing the root node of the MIG. This way, v is computed when a RRAM has been already allocated to retain the value of u. The number of additional RRAMs required in such condition can be considerable for large number of nodes.
In order to sort nodes in the priority queue in Algorithm 2, two nodes u and v are compared. Node u is preferred over v if (i) its number of releasing children is greater, or (ii) if u's parent with the largest level (ordered from PIs to POs) is on a lower level than v's parent with the smallest level. If no criteria is fulfilled, u and v are compared according to their node index.
Node Translation
This section explains how a node in the MIG is translated into a RM3 instruction with operands A and B, and destination Z. The operands A and B can be RRAMs or constants and the destination Z is a RRAM. Recall that the instruction Select operand B. We first select which of the node's children should serve as operand B, i.e., the second operand of the RM3 instruction. In total, four cases with subcases are checked in the given order which are illustrated in Fig. 5 . Only the last two subcases require two additional instructions and one additional RRAM.
(a) There is exactly one complemented child: B is the RRAM storing this complemented child.
(b) There is more than one complemented child, but also a constant child: The nonconstant complemented child is selected for B, since constants allow for more flexibility when selecting the remaining operands.
(c) There is no complemented child, but there is a constant child: B is assigned the inverse of the constant. Since we consider MIGs that only have the constant 0 child, B is assigned 1.
(d) There is more than one complemented child, but at least one with multiple fan-out: We select the RRAM of the child with multiple fan-out, as this excludes its use as destination.
(e) There is more than one complemented child, none with multiple fan-out: The RRAM of the first child is selected.
(f) There is no complemented child, but for one child there exists a RRAM with its complemented value: Each node is associated with an RRAM which holds or has held its computed result. In addition, if its inverted value is computed once and stored in an additional RRAM Xi, it is remembered for future use. In this case B can be assigned Xi.
(g) There is no complemented child, but one child has multiple fan-out: The child with multiple fan-out is selected with the same argumentation as above. Since it is not inverted, an additional RRAM Xi needs to be allocated, loaded with 0, and then set to the complement of Xn. As described above, Xi is associated to the child for future use.
(h) There is no inverted child and none has multiple fan-out:
The fist child is selected and an additional RRAM Xi is allocated to store the complement of Xn.
Select destination Z. After the inverter selection, the destination RRAM, i.e., the third argument of the RM3 instruction is selected. The aim is to reuse one of the children's RRAMs as work RRAM instead of creating a new one. In total, four cases (with subcases) are checked which are illustrated in Fig. 6 . Only the first case allows to reuse an RRAM of the children for the destination, all the other cases require one or two additional instructions and one additional RRAM. Note that one of the children has already been se- (a) There is a complemented child with one fan-out, and there exists an RRAM with its complemented value: The existing RRAM Xi for the complemented value can be used and it is safe to override it, since the child does not fan out to other parents. (b) There is a noncomplemented child with one fan-out: The RRAM of this child can be used as destination and it is safe to override it. Note that case (a) is preferable compared to this one to avoid complemented children for operand A. (c) There is a constant child: If there is a constant child (with or without multiple fan-out) a new RRAM is allocated and initialized to the constant value (considering complemented edges into account). (d) There is a complemented child: If there is an inverted child X d (with or without multiple fan-out), a new RRAM Xt is allocated and initialized to the complement of X d using two RM3 instructions. (e) There is a noncomplemented child with multiple fan-out: The first child X d is selected and it's value is copied into a new allocated RRAM Xt using two RM3 instructions.
Select operand A. The child that is selected as operand A is uniquely determined at this point since operand B and destination Z have been selected. Consequently, there is no case distinction w.r.t. to preference. However, there are still different actions to be taken depending on the child node. (a) The child node is constant: A is set to the constant taking the complement edge into account. (b) The child node is noncomplemented: A is set to the RRAM of the child node. (c) The child node is complemented, and there exists an RRAM with its complemented value: A is set to the computed RRAM of the complemented value. (d) The child node is complemented, but there does not exist an RRAM with its complemented value: A new RRAM Xi is allocated and assigned to the inverted value of the node. A is set to Xi.
At least one instruction is required and no additional RRAM needs to be allocated in order to translate one node. In the worst case, six additional instructions and three additional RRAMs are required, e.g., cases (h), (e), and (d) for selecting operand B, destination Z, and operand A, respectively.
RRAM Allocation
We are interested in finding programs with a small number of instructions and a small number of RRAMs, i.e., optimized w.r.t. time and space. The rewriting algorithm that has been described in Section 4.1 addresses and affects both optimization criteria whereas the node translation described in Section 4.2.2 mainly targets the number of steps. In order to reduce the number of RRAMs, we have added a RRAM allocation. It implements an interface with two operations: (i) request, which returns an RRAM that is ready to use, and (ii) release, which releases an RRAM that is not required anymore. We implement this interface by using a free list that is populated with released RRAMs. Whenever an RRAM is requested, first it is checked whether a free released RRAM exists that can be re-used, or a new fresh RRAM is allocated.
RRAMs are requested whenever more than one instruction is required to translate a node (e.g., cases (g) and (h) for selecting operand B). RRAMs are released whenever all parents of a child have been computed. In order to address endurance constraints of the in-memory computing architecture, we implemented the interface based on a FIFO strategy, i.e., the oldest released RRAM is returned on request. Recently released RRAMs are released later this way.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The results of evaluating our approach for the EPFL benchmarks 1 is given in Table 1 . The second column includes results for a naïve translation, where only the candidate selection scheme is disabled, based on the initial nonoptimized MIGs. The third and the forth columns represent results after MIG rewriting and both rewriting and compilation, respectively. The number of iterations of the MIG rewriting algorithm is set to 4 during all experiments. The instructions and required RRAMs are shown by I and R, and the number of MIG nodes N is provided to give a better understanding of the MIG before and after rewriting. It is clear that N also shows the number of MIG nodes for the compiled PLiM, since the same MIG after rewriting has been used.
